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I, PRELIMINARIES 
Let Lqq (1 $ q < oo) [L0000 = C) be the class of all 2rc-periodic real-valued func-
tions of two variables, integrable in the Lebesgue sense with g-th power (continuous) 
in the square Q = [—IT, TU; -TU, JC]. Let us define the norm of / e Lqq as 
I|L„ = ||/(-м/)IL„ = 
( II \f(x,y)\qdxdy) when 1 < g < oo, 
sup \f(x,y)\ w h e n ? = oo. 
t (x,y)EQ 
Consider the trigonometric double Fourier series 
S[f](x,y) = JTJtAn„(x,y;f) 
of / 6 Lqq with partial sums Sjk(x,y,f)- Denote by o j ^ V . S / ) = oiZ'S)(x,y;f) 




Ai nk „= 0„=o 
where j,k = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , 7 ,5 > - l and A\ = {i+k). 
Double Fourier series of a complex-valued function / 6 Lqq is defined as 
S[f](x,y)= E ^ teoCnne-^
mx+n"\ 
where 
c m n = (2r.)~
2 jj f(x,y)e-''{mx+ny) dxdy. 
Q 
If f(x,y) is real-valued, the Fourier coefficients c m n fulfil the obvious additional 
conditions. Hence, in our arrangement of S[f](x,y), the expressions A^>v(x,y; f) are 
of the form 
A,j.t„(x, y; f) = allu cos fix cos vy + /3U„ sin fix cos vy 
+ 7/ii, cos fix sin vy + Suu sin fix sin î y, 
where aliu, /3U„, 7M„, ^ are specific linear combinations of c m n . 
For the one dimensional case we will also use the notations Lq, \\ x | | L , , S[f], 
(C,6), o[(x; f) which can be understood analogously to the above. 
Let us introduce the integral moduli of continuity of / e Lqq 
u>i(Q)L™ = W I ( Q J ) L ™ = sup \\f(x + h,y)-f(x,y)\\r„, 
he<o,g> 
U2(Q)L«- =UI2(Q, Ik« = sup | | /(a:, j / + / i ) - / ( a ; , j / ) | | i „ , 
hs<o,e> 
and the characteristics 
^•^+I)L'"< when 1 < </< OO, 
¥>i,„ = ¥>.,„ (q) = , 
n+T E ^(^+1)1- , . , w h e n 9 = 1 or <j = 00, 
for i = l , 2 , 
*m,n = *m,„(q) = <f>l,m(q) + >P2,n(q), 
1 u>i(^+i)L„„ when <j <lmax(p,2), 
(n + l)<-/».)-(i/«) w , ( ^ j ) t , , when max(p, 2) < <J < 00, 
for i = 1, 2, 
*m,n = *m,n(p,q) = »/>l,m(P,9) + «/>2,„(P,9), 
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Xn = Xn(p,q) = 
1 when q ^ max(p, 2), 
(n + iy/P-i/i when max(p, 2) < q < oo; 
• Ln = L„( 7 ) = Lnh,p,q) = {
 l W h e n 7 > 0 or 7 = 0, p = 2, g ^ 1, oo, 
( log(n + 2) when 7 = 0 and if p = 2 then g = 1, 00. 
We shall deal with a regular summability method, determined by an infinite func-
tional sequence {ak(r)/A(r)}, ak(r) >. 0 and A(r) = £ ak(r) for 0 < r < 1, in 
fc=0 
such a way that the condition wk - • w when k -> 00 implies 
-ri-r /&k(r)wk -* w when r -> 1, 0 < r < 1. 
The aim of the present paper is to estimate the following strong deviations of Mar-
cinkiewicz type ( 1 ^ 9 ^ 00): 
Ҷ^E»WІ^-"-/І;„; 
(lиË°'MKť-V»-/Þ,! 
4 ^ ' fc=0 
Г(r,f)L',= 
(q ф 00), 
1/PІ 
«^t).« = (-^-E ( £ Q^ Ҷ*,y)-/(z,y) 
for some p, s > 0, 7 >- 0, 5 > ± and all r e (0,1) by means of the characteristics 
defined before. 
Our theorems, presented in Section 2, correspond to the results announced in [3] 
and [4] for functions of one variable and generalize the results of [5]. 
The proofs of the theorems are based on a few lemmas which unfortunately cannot 
be deduced from the one dimensional results by iteration. 
For convenience, let JV = [73;] , p' = min(p,g), q' = max(p,g), ai = 2l - 1, 
Pi = 2 , + 1 - 2, P\ = min(2 ' + 1 -2,N), and let Cj (j = 1,2,3,.. .) be suitable positive 
constants independent of / and r. Let e denote the real number conjugate to e, 
i.e. l / e + l / e = 1 (e, e > 1). 
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2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Considering a function / e £." and numbers r running through the interval (0,1), 
we formulate the following seven approximation theorems: 
Theorem 1. Suppose that 
(1) ___.( £ 0 * ( # f f i - _ ) A ' ) ' / A < C.A(r)(l - r ) f > * (L^i,*) ' ( . - 1 ,2 ) 
(=0 V f c - a i ' fc=0 
for some finite A > 1,<5 and p satisfying the condition (1 - S)p < 1 - 1/A. Then 
(i) if (\-5)q< 1-1/A, we have 
, i / p 
(2) P p ( r ; / ) _ . , < C . ( ( l - r ) V V ( _ M L , . ) '
r 
v fc=0 
(ii) if the estimate (1) hoids with ipi,k instead of <Pi,k then 
(3) P ' ( r ; / ) _ . . < C , ( ( l - r ) V y ( - M L l , )
1 
V *:=0 
Theorem 2. Suppose that 
(4) E f S j I + T F ^ ) 1 < C 4 A ( r ) ( l - r ) £ t f > J k (. = 1,2) 
i = o V f c = a < y fc=o 
where 2-* <_ iV + 1 < 2*+1 and that 
(5) ( ( 1 - r ) f_ aifr) r*»-»>) < C,_t(r) (1 - r) 
^ fc=N+l ' 
with A > 1 and p such that (1 — _)p < 1 — 1/A. Then 
(i) we have 
,1/p 
(6) P p ( r ; / ) L „ ^C 6 L i v_.(7 ,pA, . )J f A , (Ap,?) ( ( l - r )V^* M 
^ k-0 
(ii) if (1 - % < 1 - 1/A, we have 
/ A \ 1 /p 
(7) - » ( r , / ) . « - . C V L w _ . ( ( l - r ) J ] # J 
\ fe=o 
(iii) if the estimate (4) hoids with ^..t instead of ^>i,k, we have 
UP 
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P"(r; / ) _ . , <. CSLN^2 ((1 ~ r) VJ Ф м (Ãp, 9) + Фy,iДГ (Лp, <?) 
t=o 
Theorem 3. Suppose that 
l/A 
(9) (1 - r) Ë «
Л(г)(fc + l ) - p í л ) < C9A(r)(l - r ) ^
1 , 
k=o ' 
(10) _ C a * ( r ) ^ i t < C i o X ( r ) ( l - r ) £ ^ (i = 1,2), 
fc=0 fc=0 
and that the condition (5) hoJds with A > 1, S > \ and p > 0 such that (1 - <S)p < 
1 - l/A. Then 
(i) condition (6) hoJds; 
(ii) if (1 - <5) q < 1 - l/A, we have (7). 
The relation between p and q shows that sometimes it is more natural to consider 
the expression Qp(r; /)_•<?, the more so that it is possible to obtain an estimate for 
a larger range of 1 ̂  _ ^ oo. 
Theorem 4. Let the conditions (4) and (5) or (5), (9) and (10) hoJd with A, S, p 
as before. Then 
(11) Q>(r; / ) _ , , < C„ max(l, (1 - r^~^)LN_2 ((I - r) f ) * ^ )
 ?. 
Theorem 5. Let / 6 L9'«' and Jet the conditions (1) or (4) and (5) or (5), (9) 
and (10) hoJd with <£.,„ = <P;,„(<_') and A,<5,p as before. Then 
/ * \l/p 
(12) ap(r;/W<C12J.w_a((l-r)V;^(9') . 
^ „=o ' 
Theorem 6. Let us assume (for i = 1, 2J 
0 0 / ft i \s/>~p' °° / ft \«/P' 
(13) E ( £ " ^ S . C 1 3 A ( r ) ( l - r ) £ E r ' d m ^ 
1=0 ^ " i ' 1=0 V ' = = c " ' 
for some finite A > 1, <5 and p' such that (1 - S)p' < 1 - l/A. Then 
(14) «*(-, /)_-,, ^ CU ((1 - r) f ] ( j ^ r*_£ #2^)' J . 
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Theorem 7. If the condition (13) holds with p' = p, <fii,k = <pi,kW) and with X, 
5, p as in Theorem 1, then 
( „ / A V * \ V . 
(15) i?»s(r; / ) L , V < Cis (1 - r) VJ 5 3 r* (LA,*(g')) ' 
y i=o \*=oi 
Let us postpone the proofs of our theorems to the next section. Here we will 
present a few lemmas, which will be needed in these proofs. 
3. FUNDAMENTAL LEMMAS 
First we formulate an evident 
Lemma 1. Suppose that gk G L™ (k = 0,1,...) and p > 0. Then 
/ n N1/" / n 
(16) E M , , ^maX(l,(n + l)
1/"-1/-') E | « * v ) | ' 
\k=0 I \k=0 
(17) T,\9k(x,y) 
k=0 
^maxíl.tn+l)1/'-1^) ( E | | Л | | Г „ 
( 1 8 ) T,rkp\9k(x,l <. max(l,(l - P»)І/--I/-) (g r*mto(-,9)цÿfc | |P^ 
for n = 0,1,2,... and r e (0,1) (cf. [6] p. 285j. 
Lemma 2. Let u»s and Vk he the Poisson and the Poisson conjugate integrals of 
fk 6 L« and iet 
(19) ft(-)-.F(-;A)--iD.(r,x)+M*-.*) = - - ^ - + f>„(/j .) -M/*))»". 
where z = re'x, 0 < r < 1 and a„(}k), bv(}k) are the Fourier coefficients of fk- Then 
for r G (0,1) and p >. 1 we have 
(20) 
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n T l Ž ^ s: C„ STítlAW 
but if fk 6 L'i" and ^(x) = fk(x,y), then 
(20') 
where n = 0,1,2, . . . and Fk(z) = 
i/PІI 




P r o o f . We will prove inequality (20) only, because the proof of the other, (20'), 
runs similarly. 
Analogously to the proof of Lemma 1 in [3] we estimate every term on the right-
hand side of the inequality 
i( - Ei^Tyi 
l]|(^£mT1^|w)1J. 
On the basis of the Toyama inequality ([6] p. 285) we have 
U l v әi^г.x)! 
Г \ n + l ^ | Эx | 
r{éï±fcrfa*-*+%-££*\ 
2 r c o s í + r 2 ) 2 
\t\dt  
1 - 2 r c o s í + r 2 ) 2 = /. 




( 0 Ľ 
И d í 
( l - 2 r c o s ŕ + r 2 ) 2 
where 
w*(eh* = s"P ( r т т ÊlЛ(*) " Л(* + h)\> 
n к . II V" + * ,. « 
i / p 
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In view of the relation 
(21) W*(6Q)L, £(5 + 1) W*(g)L, (S > 0) 
we obtain 
1 *S C18 w*(l - r)L, / ( - - j - +1) tdt < C19 ^ W.*(l - r) t , 
o 
<Bl(^tl/.(.) 
In the case | <. r < 1, the substitution y = 
2,/Fž 





, 2C 2 o / 1 v-^i , , 
^—r Ы S I Л ( 3 
(cf. [2] p. 892). 
The estimate of the second term is based on Lemma 2.31 from [7], p. 258, in which 
the modulus of the derivative $'(z) of a function $(z) regular in a disc is estimated 
by the Poisson integral of the modulus of Re<& (in our case $(2) = J^Fk(ge'x) and 
the disc is \z\ < 1 - i=-). We obtain 
l / l y r \dvk(r,x) 
дx 
\Џi±Џ{ ^> 
0 II k = 0 
*lí\(—± 
r J \ n + 1 f-i 
i /p 
2i . ( l -ö) 
^ ( l - Ц i , * - , ) 
(1 - V ) 2 - (1 - (1 - g))2 
2 ( ( 1 - V ) 2 + 2 ( ? ( 1 - V ) C O S * + Í ) 2 ) 
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í/s^tešiA-w-irT 
C-Vf-ŕ • dť dg 
2(( i±x) 2 -^( l + ß)cosŕ + e2) 
= i / 4 1 + g Я___l___fЧA,| 
rj 2„(l- в ) 2 j l + Д n + l £ - l
ә * M 
( W - ?2 
2 ( i + x ) 2 - e ( l + g)cost + e2 
By the previous computations we have 
\ i / p | 
•dtdfl. 
Th{ált\éM^)\P) ]| < (* + -_)--_--"-< 
and so we finally obtain 
K -kt | -*-rr «Jw.+«w/rí-î »w,í'>* 
\ k=0> i / L,, 0 
r í—r 1 - r mSJAW 
1 /p 
Collecting the results, we get (20). 
Lemma 3. Suppose that /* e L5 or /* € _ « , 1 < « < oo and fc a- 0,1,2,. 
If (5 35 0 and p ^ 1, then 
(22) 
(22' 
for n = 0,l,2,. 
P r o o f . In the proof of (22) we apply the integral representation of the Cesaro 
means (C, <5) and the Minkowski inequality. Then 
4 T É ; //-(*+*)--í(.)<a 




Ä2(*) = 2 s i n | ' 
Ä-w-ІÊ^tt-ïîw 
for <5> - 1 andfc = 0 , l , 2 , . . . 
Since the kernel A"* is quasi-positive for <5 > 0 ([7] pp. 151, 157), we have 
- / max | J i r f ( t ) |d t^ 
71 J n<i /<2n ' "X ' • 
C22 for <5 > 0 
C22 log(n + 2) for á = 0. 
Thus, for 5 > 0, (22) is proved. 
Our estimates can be essentially improved only fo r l<<j r<oo ,<5 = 0 and p = 2. 
In this case the inequality (see [8] formula 2.16) 
(23) y " ( ^ | ^ ( x ; / , ) | 2 ) 2 d x ^ C 2 4 | ^ | / , ( x ) |
2 y d a ' (Kq < oo), 
where kv is any natural-valued function of v, for fc„ = v gives (22). In a similar way 
we can obtain (22') and thus the proof of Lemma 3 is complete. D 
Lemma 4. If S > | and p > 0 such that (1 — 5)p < 1, then, for any <7, 5 such 
that either s = q or 
f ^ w n e n p ^ 2 , 
2 when 0 < p $ 2, 
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where m , n = 0,1,2, . . . 
P r o o f . We will prove only (24), since (24') can be obtained analogously: using 
estimate (20') instead of (20). 
It can be easily observed that 
/ 1 m / 1 2" v/p\1/5ll 
(-k_(-£i_i^A>r) ) [ 
<*j(=Vif(-ii|i*-*)i 
-K^TE^EK-'^/.)-^^/.)!')'")'" ) 
|| \ *-o •—i / h„j 
= C27(A' + B'). 
In order to estimate A1 we shall reason as in the proof of Lemma 3. Namely, for 6 > | , 
P, * > 1, 
. / 2 „ | - i ^ 5 / A 1 / S 
.TiSU+T5:.-/A(*+«)*-wH 
A'< 
1 /• II / 1 m X1 /5 / 1 2 n N1/? 
^/|(^TEI«-+or) J ^ E I W ) * 





Without loss of generality we can assume p >• 1 because /I 7 is a non decreasing 
function of p and the right-hand side of (24) is independent of p. 
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Now, let us consider the expression 
B{r) = ŕ — Ê Í E v5pr»v\al-l{x;fk)-ol{x;fk) 
,/,чi/» 
Let p ~£ 2 and p = . Then pS > 1, s >- p. Using the inequality 
r > | U ^max(l,(m + 1)V.-i/«) fg| í f c(x; " 
for St G L', s > 0, t e (1, +oo), m = 0,1,2,... ([6], p. 285) and proceeding analo-
gously as in [4] (see the proof of Lemma 3) we obtain 
B{r) ^rC2S 
šrC2S 
\FLM(*+*n\r I_v f\П(re^+ 
' + 1ҺV ll-re* 
l i p 
àџ> 
s/ţүl 
( ^ Ê ß И ^ ) ! ' ) p/> N l / p 
- d<^ (* Ф <?)• 
Applying the Minkowski inequality for 9 > p and the mean value theorem for integrals 
for the other q, we get 
rn&.WlT B(r) ^ r C 2 8 
Lemma 2 leads to 
B(r)<C 1 6 C2 8 C 3 f l( l-r)(
l /?)-.-i 
and if r = 1 - ^ i - (n > 1), then 
5 ' < e ( ^ T )
J ( n + l ) - 1 / " i ? ( l - ^ T ) < e 2
i C 1 6 C 2 8 C 2 9 
(1 - re'1 
TTEIAWI 
In the case p € (0,2), we can deduce from the inequality 
/ oo \ 1 / T 1 / oo \ I / T 2 1251 fesH Hî .-H 
that the expression D! does not exceed 
(0 < 71 < 72), 
(C, Ь > 0) 
e 2 Cl6 C28 C29 srífiAwrr when s / g. 
The mean value theorem implies that, for s = q < p, 
B(r) < r C M ^ | 
F/(гe'(^))Г 
ІI-ГЄWJÍP / Ł 
( l - r c i r ) 
., N1/ 
=^(^E|h(« t e)L) |(i-^) 
= г C 2 . 
/ i "» 1 n N 1 / ' 
(STTEKK)!) 
(l-re^)-
Collecting the results we obtain (24). 




-L- J2 \%л (x, y) _ „w-ч (æ, j,) Һ ^ Cзo Ln ^ n , 
^ т E l ^ O м y ) - ^ , - 1 ^ (x,y) 
1/p 
^C3lL„<Pl,„ 
when n = 0,1,2, . . . 
P r o o f . First we will prove (2C) and therefore wc will denote by G the expression 
on the left-hand side of (26). Then 
G = (7II (nTT £ И ж ; Шr,fmW) - ^-ҶÎ/;/(2)(У))])Г d» 
By virtue of Lemma 3 we obtain 
' C. H when 7 > 0 o r 7 = 0, p = 2 , 1 < g < oo, 
G < 
where 
C7 log(n + 2) tf when 7 = 0, p # 2 or 7 = 0, p = 2, q - 1, 00. 
I /P | | 
tf = ^£И(У;/
(%))-aí-Ҷy;/<%))| 
From the proof of Lemma 2 and by Theorem 2.30 (II) of [7], p. 258, we can obtain 
the following generalization of the inequality (20): 
„irEkO^ 
-. Wj.(l-r)_ 
'32 ^ _ _ r • when 1 < q < 00, 
t , C 3 3 ^ ^ _ f ^ + / ^ _ W ^ d t j when 9 = 1, 00. 
Hence, analogously to the proof of Lemma 1 from [3], we can easily get 
(28) -í-ykíre 1 *)! 
n + 1 f-ťl I 1C32 W ^ ( s + r ) _ , when 1 < g < 00, 
1 
C33 / j . W_(t)L„
 d t when g = 1, 00. 
Applying (28) in the proof of Lemma 4, we have 
p»> J (_r+r £ ( « T I | n K^ « - ̂ 1(*; < f J 
{C 3 4 W ^ ( ^ = ) L „ w h e n l < r _ < 
C35 („*_ J ^ ( _ & ) _ , ) when q = 1, 00. 
Because the inequality (29) is homogeneous with respect to the sums Yl, it can be 
fc=0 
easily observed that the sums can be replaced by integrals and thus we get 
(30) ( ^ £ K ( y ; / ( 2 ) ( v ) ) -^"1(2/;/(2)(y))| 
i
C 3 4 ^ 2 ( ^ = ) L , „ w h e n l < ? < o o , 
C35 (=»_ J > 2 ( ^ ) L , , , , ) when g = 1, 00. 
Finally, the estimate of G and (30) lead to (26). By symmetry (27) is also true and 
our proof is complete. • 
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L e m m a 6. Under the assumption 7 ;? 0, 5 > | , p > 0, (1 - <5)p < 1 ajKi 
1 ^ Q < 00, we have 
(31) 
(32) 
for n = 0,1,2,... 
P r o o f . For the above expressions we apply inequalities (25) and (16) when 
q < max(p, 2) or only (16) otherwise and Lemma 5 (see Lemma 2 from [3]). Thus 
our inequalities follow. D 
L e m m a 7. If 7 >• 0 and S > | and p > 0 are such that (1 — S)p < 1, then 
(33) f ( l - r ) £ r*|i-fc^(*,»)-«i&^-->(«,»)(')lF 
sC C36 max( l , (1 - r)
l/*-l'*)LH-* V2,N, 
(34) J ((1 - r) £ r" \<#rH*,V) - vli-^Hwtf" 
II ^ v=N+l 
< C37 max( l , (1 - rү/v-V*)LN-2 ^ , 
when r e (0,1). 
P r o o f . Denote by G' the expression on the left-hand side of (33). Then 
Lemma 5 and inequality (18) imply 
/ ft , ,O\1/P|| 
G'= ((1-r) Y. E ^ K ^ ^ ' J t ) - ^ " 1 ^ 1 ' ^ ! 
^ l=log2(Af+2) "=<*) 
l(l-r) £ 
/=log2(A'+2) 
xmax( l , ( l - r ' / p ) 1 / p - 1 / < 7 
jr ^'/^ Ui-S)(x,y) - »íř'-
1)(*,tf)p 
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<. max(l, (1 - r9/p)i/p-i/?) 
( °° IIA * . 
x (1-r) £ 2'r^PW iE ,W) ( . i y ) . f f W-») ( . ] V ) 
\ I=log2(W+2) II
 V *=-t| 
<_ m_«(l,(l--*/')-/'--/«) ( ( 1 - r ) f ; 2' r<"'/p)«. (C30 _«,¥>_,„,YJ '. 
J=log2(JV+2) / 
It is clear that 
(35) ¥>.,*(?) <¥>.,*'(«) for fc ^ fc', t = 1 ,2 , . . . . 
In the case 7 > 0 or 7 = 0, p = 2, 1 < q < 00, using the elementary inequality 
(36) l - r 1 / p SC 1 - r < (p + 1) (l - r 1 ^ ) (p >- 1) 
and (35) we obtain 
U / . - l / p 
/ „ \ І / Î - I / P 
G ' < . C 3 0 í - + l ) max(l, (1 - Г)
X/P-I/«) 
l_r) g ^fW^f^, 
l=log2(W+2) ' 
/TI \ 1 / P / i ! \ l / ? - l / p 
^ ^ ( J + lJ ( j + l j C 3 0 max( l , ( l - r )
1 ^- 1 / ' ) ¥ 3 o , w + 1 . 
In the other case (35) and (36) lead to 
(a X1!'-1/* 
G' «S C30 ( J + l j max(l, (1 - r)
1/""1! ') ^ . N + I 
- - J Ž 2 < r ^ - ^ - ( 2 < + lV 
l=log2(M+2)
 V 
/ _ \ l /« - l /p 
S_ C30 f J + l j max( l , (1 - r f / p - i / i ) ^ i W + 1 
\ i / p 
П^t ł -r j £ *f<"*-p+-гY 
4 l=log2(Лř+2) 
/ \l/9-l/p 
, ( - + 1) max^lДl-r ) 1 
Ч i-_rл//ol ' 
l=l 2(JV  
(a \ 1 / 9 - I / P 1 
sí C3 0 í    ax ( l , (1 - 
/ p - 1 / 9 ) log — - <p2tN+1 
k=[N/2] 
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< C , 8 C 3 0 2
3 + 1 / * S- + 1 
( V V + 1 ' P 
(ў + max( l , (1 - r ) 1 / " - 1 / ' ) log — <p2,N+1. 
This implies our inequality and by symmetry (34) holds, too. 
L e m m a 8. Let 7 >. 0, 5 > ± and p > 0. Then, with r e (0,1), we have 
(37) f ( l - r ) V J r " k Й ' 4 ) - ť Г Й , í - 1 ) „ . ) ^Cзgiлr-гTЃJ.w+i, 
(38) f ( l - r ) V fJ,l<т<tл)-4t~1'я,)Г ) % C40Lд/-2̂ 1,Л/+l 
V u=N+\ "L""J 
for 1 <. q < 00. 
P r o o f . The proof runs along the same lines as the proof of Lemma 7. The 
difference, for the case q > max(p, 2), consists in the use of the inequality 
(39) ( VV-Ы\\gk\\l, 
чfc=0 
^max^lДl-r 5 ) 1 /"- 1 / ' ) X>*PM*.v)ľ 
l/» 
instead of (18). As a consequence, the coefficient max( l , (1 - r ) 1 / * 1 - 1 / ' ) changes to 
( l _ r ) i / 9 - i / r . 
In the case q <. max(p, 2) we apply (25) and then (39) without any coefficient. D 
L e m m a 9. Suppose that 7 >- 0, S > i and p > 0 are such that (1 - S)p < 1. 
Then, for 1 <. q < 00, 
(40) 
(41) 
when n = 0 ,1,2, . . . 
^Гîpғ-г g(-+!)"• IИгл - ^ ' - l , S L ) 1 " < *-*-*-
— ^ Г | > + l)4" И t ^ - cЦ-^ \lŢ < C42 _. фltn, 
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Proof. Denote by G" the left-hand side of inequality (40). In view of Lemma 6 
we obtain 
/ log2[(n+2)/2) 0, 
G" = - 1—- y V > + ifp U(;.«) _ ^(-r.i-1 
^(n + l)*H-> £ j ££ II ** 
/ log2[(»+2)/2] 
^ ( ( ^ + T £ (-'+i-irp-'^«x«, 
/ log,[(n+2)/2] 
^ ^ C a o L n ^ n f - — 4 ^ T £ 2 ^ 1 q - - + - -
= 21 + í Cзo Lnф2,n 
< C4 3 Í A . „ 
(n + l ) ä P + i 
Ѓ = U 
1 2 ( P
ä + 1 - P " ° f ! 2 [ ( ' 1 + 2 ) / 2 ] - 1 
( n + 1 ) 4 P + ! ^ P ^ + ^ - P - 1 
forp<5 + 1 — p > 0. Because the inequalities (41) and (40) are symmetric the desired 
results follow. D 




<_ C4 4 max(l, (n + l)
1 / ł-1 / p)i..*>î,n. 
< C4 5 max(l, (n + l)
1 / ł-1 / p)LnVi,n 
for n = 0,1,2,... 
Proof. The proof runs analogously to the proof of Lemma 9, but we have to 
apply Lemma 5 and inequality (17) instead of Lemma 6. D 
4. P R O O F S O F T H E T H E O R E M S 
P r o o f of Theorem 1 • We start with the obvious inequality 
(-»(-./)*.)' < *(-^'J>(r) (IK7/"1' - ^ I L - +11^ ~/IU) 
+ ^ J > w (ll^ _ 1 ) -^11*- +11^ -/IU)) 
= Л+1 
= = 2
! ' (A / / + -B// + C / / + D 
As is well known, 
(44) lkГ>-/|| < 
' C 4 6 (Vl.fe + (P2,() 
when x, ') > 0, 1 <. q <. co or x> »7 ̂  0, 1 < g < oo, 
C 4 7 (x log(i + 2) + 77 log(fc + 2)) (v?i,fe + <p2,i) 
when r/ = 0 o r x = 0, g = l , oo, 
C4 8log(fc + 2)log(i + 2)( V l , f c +<p2, ( ) 
when x = J? = 0 and g = 1, oo 
for fc, i = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . (see [7] pp. 178, 184). 
Hence, in view of (25) and (1), we have 
.D"ţC*—ІГ 
4 6 4 W Ь 
A(r) 
< oVA ,- г V" í V" a^ r)фfcfc 
^2i /A C î б ( 1 _ r ) g r ^ L 
4/1 „,A/„1лA,. 1/A 
when 7 > 0 or 7 = 0 and g # 1, oo. 
If 7 = 0 and g = 1, oo, then 
B" + 2?" <. P2 1 /* d C j (1 - r) J T rfc logp(fc + 2) «J>4 
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In case (i) the Holder inequality and Lemma 6 lead to 
(7,-S-D _ _(7,<S) л"+c"=wШ;^ 
00 / 01 л . . ,1/A / Pi 
* шS(_S (л+i)1-*) v? £ г"í~1) 
.W / * 
. C__ v V f o.(r) V/A , 
^^W^l^Cfc + D1-^ La '^"' 
<____) V t y ^(r)(Lfcmr
A 
" A(r) £ fv£ ; (fc + 1)1"* 
Next, from (1), 






In case (ii) we proceed similarly as before taking 0j,„ and ̂ kk instead of <fi2,k and 
$k,k, respectively. 
Finally, by the inequality $ktk ^ ^ktk (k = 0,1,2,...), the desired assertion 
follows. D 




in all cases. However, in (i) we have 
f C50 LN_2 (1 - r) £ (#„,„)" when q ̂  max(Ap, 2), 
A" ^ < *=0 
J C61(l-rf'/"t(Mm)Ln +
W2(E+T)_«)' w h e n " > max(Ap,2), 
while in case (ii) 
A" <CM_&_3(1--)£>*,*)'. 
k=0 
and in case (iii) 
N 
A"^C53LN_2(l-r)^ *',* fe ?)' 
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From (44) and (5) it follows that in all cases 
E «*W(1-A)) ( £ rk(Lk*k, 




sl/A / oo T\ 1 / / A 
°46 -r ^47 / V^ ~A/_W*(1-A) » V _h,T.m. , 1
p A 
^ ^ H=N+1  V*=W+1
r \ l /Á 
\ *=N+1 
If Lfc = 1, then the expression in brackets is smaller than 1, but if Lk = \og(k + 2) 
then, similarly as in the proof of Lemma 7, we obtain 
D»^CM*N,N((
l*fY\l-r) £ rk(k + 2)A 
\ V ' fc=N+l / 
( l - r )A( r ) 
, „A ví/* 
,* |L(7 , Í -1) (T.Í) l"A \ ' r K * - < * * * 




x((l-r) £ , 
V k=N+l 
^C^C5LN_24>lN+1(PX,q). 
When (1 - S)q < 1 - 1/A, we obtain 
C ^ C39 C5 LN_2ip2N+l. 
Because $fc^ is a non increasing function of k and $*,* ^ "J*^ for k = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , 
then collecting the estimates, we obtain our result. • 
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P r o o f of Theorem 3. We use the same notation as in the proof of Theorem 1. 




<(CJ6 + C 4 ^ ( f > £ W)L£Ф 
A(r) H = 0 ta.*r+i/ 
^ C10{C*6 + C4 '7)L
p





6 + CJr) + 2 (C54 + ft,)) L
p
N _ 2 ( l - r) £ *„,„• 
fc=0 
To estimate J 4 7 / and C" we use the Holder inequality. By the condition (9) we 
obtain 




$ ft ( (1 - r)»"+1 V > + lfx* Ljt,'4-1' - a^> 
^ fc=0 
and by the condition (5) we have 
C"<_k( £ °l{r)rk{1-X)T( t r'U^-a^f 




> L^-*-1) ^-^M 
Further, applying Lemmas 8 and 9 and collecting the results, we get our assertion. 
D 
Proof of Theorem 4. Clearly, 
Q'(r; /)_„ =$ 41!" (I ( - i - £> ( r ) L W - ^ ^ ) - cril5)^,V)|PJ/P| 
\ll v y ' fc=o y II _„ 
+ | | ( l ^ E ^«|^-l)(x,y)-4lS)(^.v) 
fc=лг+i 
Jjfi£">ir)\W(x,v)-f(t,v)\ 
^ £ Mr)\„ti%,v)-f(*,v)\PT\ ) 
^ ? j f c=JV+l ' 7 II i « / 
_ 4 1 l " ( A / / / + B m + C m + D / " ) . 




1/P(l - r)VP-i/, * „ , „ 2---/»(l + * • _ # - ) 
In the case L„ = log(n + 2), for q ^ p, we obtain 
D1" <C„*N,N(-£-r £ afc(r)log"(fc + 2) 
l/q-1/p 
when 9 ^ p, 
when 9 < p. 
i / p 
šC47C5
1 / pФ w , .v((l-r) 5 ľ "(fc + 2) 
- ; C „ C * / ' l o g ( i è - ) Ф w , w ( - ^ £ (fe + 2 ) ^ 
\ • " P k=Л?+l 
$C 5 вC47C 5
/ pІ0g(-i ?)ФN, JV, 
and for q < p, 
_>'" £ C47 *W,iv(l - r0)
l"~1'- ( - jL . £ ro ( î _ l )« f c(r) log"(fc + 2) 
Л(r) 
i / p 
< C 4 7 C 1 / ' # . v . W ( l - r o )
1 / ' - 1 l * ( ( l - r ) £ rkr0
fc('-l)Xlog^(fe + 2) 
fc=N+l 
< C\"C«(\ - r o ) 1 / - 1 / ' tog(Ti7)#N,W ( i - ^ £ (* + 2)^r"r0
fc( '- l )-
V i V fc=A/+l 
Taking r0 = r
1/*, inequality (36) implies 
D"> < C57 C47 C l l ^ l - r)
1/pX-1/q log(T^:)*JV,w. 
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In view of condition (5) and Lemm a 7 we ha.Ve 
B"'*cH|((l-r) £ r>\4l^\X,y)-air\X,y)f)
/P] 
II V k=N+l ' J \ 
^ C\I*CM max(l, (1 - f )
1 ! ' X - 1 / , )L / v _ 2 * J v > J v, 
For the estimation of expressions A'" and G'// w e n r s t consider the case when the 
conditions (4) and (5) hold. Then, by (4), (17) and Lemma 5, 
* *-&«!+/>*-«*!> {mUl i 5 T p ) H ' * 
^ 2 C 4
1 / P C 3 0 max(l, (1 - r)
1 !**- 1 !*) LN_2 ( ( 1 - r) £ y ^ Y ". 
^ k=o ' 
Applying (4), (17) and (44) we obtain 
\ i / p 
C" ź (C4 6 + C47) max(l, (1 + Nү
lq-lh'x) ( ^ - £ ak(r) (LkV2,k 
^ ' ' k=0 
^ (C4 6 + C 4 7)max(l,(l - r)
1 lp X- 1 / ł)i/v2 1 l*C 4
1 / , '((l - r) f > P Л 
V l— n / fc=0 
In the other case, i.e. when the conditions (5), (9) and (10) hold, Lemma 10 yields 
i i \ " ' f \ " w 
-•"«(.&) gWW+tf*j 
/ W A \ 1 / P i | | 
V > + I)«JP U<j-*"->(«,ir) - 4r»(x>2/)| 
Wo / II L„ 
< c i / p I ((i - r)p^+ i f > + i ) ^ p M&^lH*,v) - ^r i )(x,y)|p A)1 / P > 
11^ k=0 ' l lm 
^ C 1 / p C 4 4 2*
+ 1 / * X max(l, (1 - r ) 1 ^ 1 ' ' ) i w ¥>2,* 
^ C 1 / p C 4 4 2
4+1/»* max(l, (1 - rf^'") LN ( (1 - r) f_ <&* ' 
^ k=0 
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In view of (44) we conclude 
/ 1 N 
C1U ^ (C4 6 + C47) max(l, (1 + Ny'"-
1/p) — VJ a»(r) (Lk<p2M) 
\ ^ r ' fc=0 
^ (C4 6 + C47) C
1/" max(l, (1 - r)1^'1^) LN ((1 - r) f X * ) " s ^ ' 
> fe=0 ' 
Putting together our results we complete our proof. D 
P r o o f of Theorem 5. In the cases considered in Theorem 4 the proof proceeds 
similarly to the preceding ones and the factor 
max(l, (1 - ry
/p-1/q) = max(l, (1 - r)1/""1/"') 
is equal to 1, Therefore, we concentrate our attention to the case when only the 
condition (1) holds. Then, by (44) and the Minkowski inequality, we obtain 
4rf>(r) kl^'V) " f(x,y)[) 1 




(k + iy-* 




and by Lemma 5, 
\\\A[-r) k=0 ' |U«V 




y V ' i=0 \k=a, 
*- axk(r){LkV2,k(q')У 
(k + iy-ь 
-°IT(X,У) 
l / Л \ 1 / î ' 
s,2C3oC}/Ҷ(l-r)fУ(Lfc¥>2,fc(fl'))
1 
< 2 C58 C30 C ^ L N - J ( ( 1 - r ) £ $ £ , ( < / ) ) . 
The proof of Theorem 5 is thus completed. 
P roo f of Theorem 6. We easily get the estimate 
(-**>,/)_-«)' 
^ W ^ E ^ £ -k(r)\ail^^y)-^f(x,y)\ 
\ A(r> 1=0 II Vfe=a' ' 
i / p ' | 
_____ V + i w ___ A(r) 
= 2 l + . / P ' ( y l / v + B / v ) 
By (13) and Lemma 5 we obtain 
E e-fc(r)|o-fcX'
í)(x,y)-/(x,y)','> 






. oo / A 
^C»A(0£(J£ (* + !)--» 
oo / 0, \>'*' 
^ci0c13(i-r)Y; E
1 - ' ^ ' ) ' 
1=0 \ k = _ , / 
( °° íft A'5/P' 
<C|QC18 ( l - r ) £ E
r ' ( L ' M ř 
\ (=0 \fc=_, / 
From (17) and (44) we have 
BIV< i £ ( £ «-_M BíV*) - /(».»C) 
V ' 1=0 \»C=Q, ' 
/ P ' 
< (Cíв + C'„) - i - £ ( £ «fc(r) (LfcФfc,fc)p' 
At г> 1=0 \fc=_, 
УP' 
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< - (^6 + c 4 7 ) A ( r ) ^ ^ (fc + 1)1_A 
/ oo / f t 
< 2S/A*' (CJ, + Q7)C13 (1 - r) TJ £ r
fc ( L t $ M 
\ (=0 \fc=oi 
Hence, the desired result is now evident. D 
P r o o f of Theorem 7. The proof proceeds similarly to that of Theorem 6. We 
only apply the inequality (17) with exponents p and q' such that q' /p ^ 1. D 
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